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How can metadata & identifiers help your

research? 

identify research opportunities, plan and
design project, find collaborators,

assurance and integrity, support (funding),
publishing plans (editorial policy, author
rights, funder policy, contract, licencing,

copyright)
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Prepare

Create
gather information, process

information, analyse
information

Review
assessment of

originally, quality,
novelty, reproducibility

Preserve

Evaluate

Reuse

Share
intellectual property and licensing

(access, reuse, text and data
mining), publish (copy-editing,
typesetting, layout, branding,
hosting, metadata deposit,
workflow tools/standards),

dissemination and promotion

read, cite, recombine
(linked data)

analytics, metrics,
access/downloads/requests,
publication trends, citations,

impact and prestige, discovery

long-term storage, preservation,
format, access, curation, RDM
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Further reading: 

Summary with model answers 

Lammey, Rachael and Cousijn, Helena. “Data citation: what and how for publishers.” Accessed December 21, 2018 

Ondis, April. “Beyond the DOI to richer metadata.” Accessed December 21, 2018

Watson, Madeleine. “A transparent record of life after publication.” Accessed December 21, 2018
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That's a good

question...

Will this work be available in the long term

(even if the publisher disappears?)

How can I use/re-use this

research/data/publication? 

How can I get credit for

my peer review activity,

and see and cite other

reviewers' comments? 

How can I find potential collaborators, and

apply for funding without having to re-type

my qualifications and publications history?

How can I find relevant

research and associated

works? 
Can we rely on this

infrastructure to be

responsive, available,

accessible, persistent? 

What is the

provenance of this

information? 

 

 

Can I trust it? 

How can I see how it is being used by

others?

 

Who funded it? 

Pick an item of

metadata that can

help answer it!
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